Wesleyan 23, Springfield 15

125: Zack Murillo (WES) defeats Nicholas DeRosa (SPR) by sudden-victory decision, 3-1 (0-3)
133: Tristan Stetson (WES) defeats Ian Tolotti (SPR) by decision, 4-3 (0-6)
141: Ryan Peters (SPR) defeats James Matias (WES) by sudden-victory decision, 6-5 (3-6)
149: Shane Ross (WES) defeats Kearney Gutierrez (SPR) by sudden-victory decision, 9-7 (3-9)
157: Aaron Goldman (WES) defeats Nick Monteleone (SPR), 8-4 (3-12)
165: Roy Forys (WES) pins Derek Wilson (SPR) in 2:16 (3-18)
174: Aarin Feliz (SPR) defeats Marco Gaita (WES) defeats by sudden-victory decision, 8-6 (6-18)
184: Seve Burgos (SPR) defeats Duncan Kreutter (NOR) by decision, 9-7 (9-18)
197: Simon Chee (WES) defeats Ryan Gray (SPR) by technical fall, 18-0, 4:31 (9-23)
285: Joseph Fusco (SPR) pins Harrison Karp (WES) in 0:56 (15-23)